Discography and Filmography

Selected Original, Revival, Film, and Studio Casts

Anything Goes


Revival cast (1962): Hal Linden, Eileen Rodgers, Kenneth Mars, Ted Simons (conductor)†. Epic Footlight Series FLS 15100 (S); reissued on Time-Life

* By the late 1980s all shows were issued in compact disc (the numbers given in this Discography) or tape formats. Many older long-playing cast recordings have also been reissued on CDs in recent years.
† Throughout, no attempt is made to honor the distinctions between conductor, musical director, or musical supervisor. The term “conductor” is used exclusively.
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P 15602 (S), set STL AM02 with *Kiss Me, Kate* and *Can-Can* (set title, *Cole Porter*). Missing: “Where Are the Men?”


*Carousel*
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The Cradle Will Rock


Follies


* See Hummel, vol. 1, 32.
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---

**Guys and Dolls**
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Into the Woods


Kiss Me, Kate


Film cast (1953): Howard Keel, Kathryn Grayson, Ann Miller, Bobby Van, Tommy Rall, Keenan Wynn, James Whitmore, Bob Fosse, André Previn (conductor). MGM 3077. Added: “From This Moment On,” dropped from Out of This World.
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Lady in the Dark
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A Little Night Music


Merrily We Roll Along


The Most Happy Fella
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My Fair Lady


On Your Toes

Original cast, revival cast, composer, studio cast (1936–1954).*
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One Touch of Venus


Pal Joey

Original cast, revival cast, and studio cast (1950): Vivienne Segal, Harold Lang, Barbara Ashley, Beverly Fite, Kenneth Remo, Jo Hurt, Lehman Engel (conductor) (1940s lyrics and orchestrations). Columbia ML 54364;

* See Hummel, vol. 1, 430.
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reissued on Columbia Special Products COL 4364. Missing: “Chicago” and “The Flower Garden of My Heart.”


**The Phantom of the Opera**


**Porgy and Bess**


*Film cast* (1959): Cab Calloway (replacing the film’s Sammy Davis Jr. for contractual reasons), Pearl Bailey, Brock Peters, André Previn (conductor). Columbia OS 2016.
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**Opera production (1989)**: Cynthia Haymon, Willard White, Damon Evans, Glyndebourne Festival Opera, Simon Rattle (conductor). EMI/Angel CDCC 49568.

**FILM (Samuel Goldwyn film released by Columbia 1959)**: Cast: Sidney Poitier, Dorothy Dandridge, Sammy Davis Jr., Pearl Bailey, Brock Peters, Diahann Carroll. Screenplay by N. Richard Nash. Directed by Otto Preminger. Choreography by Hermes Pan. Deleted?: “My Man’s Gone Now” (included on the soundtrack but not in the film copy available to me). [listed at 139 minutes; actual time of film copy available to me app. 115 minutes]

**FILM (EMI Classics 1993)**: Cast: Willard White, Cynthia Haymon, Gregg Baker, Cynthia Clarey, Marietta Simpson, Damon Evans, Paula Ingram (sung by Harolyn Blackwell), Gordon Hawkins (sung by Bruce Hubbard). Produced by Richard Price (Primetime) and Dennis Marks (BBC). Adapted for the screen and directed by Trevor Nunn. Simon Rattle (conductor). [184 minutes]

### Show Boat


**Original revival cast (1946)**: Jan Clayton, Carol Bruce, Charles Fredericks, Kenneth Spencer, Helen Dowdy, Edwin McArthur (conductor).

* See Hummel, vol. 1, 462.
† See Hummel, vol. 1, 520–21 for a comprehensive listing of original Broadway and London cast excerpts between 1928 and 1936.
‡ Ibid., 522.
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*Revival cast (1994):* Rebecca Luker, Lonette McKee, Mark Jacoby, Elaine Stritch, Michel Bell, Gretha Boston, Robert Morse, Jeffrey Huard (con-ductor). Quality 257.

*“The Ultimate ‘Showboat’” (1999):* Contains the Original Revival Cast (1932) [eight songs], the Original Revival Cast (1946), and other historic and novelty *Show Boat* recordings.

*FILM (Universal 1929):* Cast: Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut, Emily Fitzroy, Otis Harlan. Produced by Carl Laemmle. Directed by Harry A. Pollard. Songs (from *Show Boat*): “Ol’ Man River,” “Can’t Help Lovin’ Dat Man.” [146 minutes with prologue; 129 minutes without prologue]
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Sunday in the Park with George


Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street


FILM (Warner Bros. 1982): Cast: Angela Lansbury, George Hearn. Produced by Bonnie Burns. Directed for the stage by Harold Prince; directed for television by Terry Hughes. [139 minutes]


West Side Story


Film cast (1961): Natalie Wood (sung by Marni Nixon), Richard Beymer (sung by Jim Bryant), Rita Moreno (sung by Betty Wand), Russ Tamblyn,

